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Abstract 6

This paper presents an analysis and optimization of Airborne Wind Energy
Systems (AWESs), designed to maximize the Annual Energy Production
(AEP) and, in the second part, the economic profit. A gradient-based op-
timization algorithm is used to perform the preliminary design of the main
AWES sub-systems. A global sensitivity analysis is carried out to study how
the design process, represented by the optimization problem, is influenced
by aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. In particular, Ground-Gen and Fly-
Gen AWESs are studied with a unified model to allow for a quantitative
comparison. In the first part of the work, an ideal hybrid AWES design with
ground and on-board power generation is considered. With this approach,
the common characteristics of Ground-Gen and Fly-Gen AWES designs that
maximize AEP are found. In the second part, Ground-Gen and Fly-Gen
AWES optimal economic designs are analyzed individually. It is found that
a fully developed AWES has strong potential to be highly competitive in the
energy market, by providing cheap renewable energy. Fly-Gen AWESs are
found to be slightly more profitable than Ground-Gen if the airborne unit
is not replaced often. The main physical and economical characteristics of
optimal designs are highlighted.
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1. Introduction9

Airborne Wind Energy (AWE ) is the branch of Wind Energy which makes10

use of airborne devices to harvest power from the high altitude wind [1, 2].11

Compared to conventional wind turbines, Airborne Wind Energy Systems12

(AWESs) can reach higher altitudes, thus better wind resources, and they are13

characterized by lighter systems, driving down the mass-related costs. Given14

the promising features of this technology, the AWE community, composed15

by small and medium-sized enterprises and research institutions, is gradually16

expanding [3]. Airborne Wind Energy Systems are classified based on the17

way the lift force, used for the power production, is generated. This work18

focuses on the AWESs which generate power by flying crosswind. The power19

equation of Crosswind AWESs was first theorized by Loyd [4] in 1980. He20

showed that Crosswind AWESs can generate power in two ways. The first21

type makes use of an electric generator placed on the ground: Ground-Gen22

AWESs produce power by pulling the tether and unwinding the generator.23

Ground-Gen AWESs can use soft kites [5, 6] or rigid wing kites [7, 8]. The24

second crosswind AWES type generates power with small on-board wind25

turbines: Fly-Gen AWESs produce power on-board and transmit it to the26

ground through the tether [9, 10]. Companies and research institutions are27

evenly exploring the two generation types, but no concept has proven superior28

yet. Qualitative thoughts or considerations on the final design performances29

are mostly driving the comparison between the two crosswind generation30

types [11]. The aim of this work is to perform a quantitative comparison31

[12], by assessing the two generation types with a unified model [13] and32

with the same methods. This work focuses on rigid wing kites. The unified33

model, presented in [13], is coupled with an optimization algorithm, which34

performs a system design to maximize the annual energy production (AEP)35

and, later, the profit of a company operating a AWES.36

Studies of this type have been carried out for Ground-Gen and Fly-Gen37

AWESs individually. Concerning Ground-Gen, Heilmann et al. [14] econom-38

ically evaluated an AWES wind farm composed of soft kites and performed39

a sensitivity analysis on the design. They found that the LCOE for their de-40

sign is ranging between 40 and 110 e/MWh. Grete [15] in his Master thesis41

developed a framework for the optimization of AWESs based on soft kites,42

stating that the LCOE, with improvements of the airborne unit, are likely43

to range from 40 to 60 e/MWh. Concerning Fly-Gen, Bauer et al. [16] de-44

veloped an optimization framework for an utility-scale system design. Their45
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main hypothesis is that if the lift coefficient is maximized, the power, annual 46

energy production, allowed costs and profit margin are also maximized. They 47

therefore propose a design based on a biplane aircraft to increase the wing 48

bending stiffness, such that the lift coefficient and the related loading can be 49

set to extremely high values. 50

The present work aims to establish a methodology for the AWES system 51

design and optimization and to give a quantitative comparison between the 52

two technologies. While performing the comparison, a number of research 53

question related to AWESs in the future are investigated. The final goal 54

of this work is to identify trends in the design, strengths and weaknesses of 55

design choices and crucial research topics needed to enable the technology. 56

This paper is organised as follows: 57

In Section 2 the methods used to evaluate the model proposed in [13] are 58

introduced and explained. A gradient based optimization algorithm is used 59

to perform the design of AWESs. Later, the influence of model parameters 60

(i.e. parameters that are fixed within the optimization problem) on the 61

optimization problem is studied with a global sensitivity analysis. 62

In Section 3, the global sensitivity analysis results of designs maximizing the 63

annual energy production are presented. The model used in this section is 64

the unified physical model proposed in [13]. This model can analyse ground 65

and on-board power generation and combinations thereof for rigid wing kites. 66

The aim of this investigation is to study the optimal AWESs from a pure 67

power production point of view. 68

In Section 4, the global sensitivity analysis results of designs maximizing the 69

profit are presented. A cost is associated to the designs according to the 70

model described in [13] and the economic performances are evaluated. In 71

this part, Ground-Gen and Fly-Gen are evaluated individually, to point out 72

the differences, strengths and weaknesses of the two generation types. 73

The work presented in this paper is based on the models developed in [12], 74

which have been refined in [13], and on the methods presented in [12], which 75

are here used again. This work is therefore the continuation of [13]. 76

2. Design evaluation methods 77

This research evaluates the model [13] through a 2-stage process summarized 78

in Figure 1. The first evaluation stage is an optimization, the second is a 79

global sensitivity analysis. 80
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Figure 1: Evaluation framework of the unified AWES model.

Considering the first stage, the design process of an AWES is modelled as81

an optimization problem. The optimizer modifies the design variables, which82

are model inputs, to minimize the objective function, which is a model out-83

put. The result of the optimization is the objective value achieved by the84

design, the optimal design variables, and the Lagrange multipliers. Lagrange85

multipliers are properties of the optimal solution and indicate how much86

the objective function would improve with respect to changes in the given87

constraint limit. This is described in more detail in Section 2.1.88

The optimization is based on a set of parameters that are held constant.89

These parameters can represent environmental factors (e.g. wind resource),90

technological capabilities (e.g. efficiency of the power generation) and eco-91

nomic parameters (e.g. material costs). Currently, the authors do not have92

accurate estimates for many of these parameters. Furthermore, an important93

challenge in analyzing design trends in AWE is that the technology is still94

in a state of development. Unlike conventional wind turbines, there is not95

a established configuration or a history of functioning commercial products.96

Thus, we have to consider how the design trends will evolve in the future. For97

this reason, many of these fixed parameters are treated as uncertain variables98

in the second stage of the analysis.99

At the time of design in the future, these uncertain parameters would be-100

come known and incorporated into the design process, thus the effect of this101

uncertainty is on the design process itself. To understand the impact of102

this uncertainty, this research employs uncertainty quantification about the103

optimization.104
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It is therefore studied in the second evaluation stage (Figure 1) how the fully 105

deterministic design process (i.e. the optimization problem) is influenced by 106

the uncertain model parameters. Different sensitivity analysis techniques are 107

available for this stage. Typically, they can be divided in local and global 108

sensitivity analyses. Local sensitivity analyses investigate how the design 109

varies for a small change of the model parameters. Since some model param- 110

eters considered in this research have high uncertainties, a local sensitivity 111

analysis would not explore the full model parameter space and not capture 112

the non-linearity of the model. A global approach is then considered. In 113

particular, it is studied how the model parameters uncertainties influence 114

the design outputs uncertainties. The aim of the global sensitivity analysis 115

is to fully explore the model parameter space and study the consequences on 116

the design of innovations and design decisions. This is explained in detail in 117

Section 2.2. 118

The reader can find an example and more detailed descriptions of the meth- 119

ods in Chapter 4 of [12]. 120

2.1. Optimization problem 121

A generic optimization problem can be formulated as: 122

minimize
x

f(x)

subject to l ≤ x ≤ u
g(x) ≤ 0
h(x) = 0

(1) 123

Where x are the design variables, f the objective function, l and u the 124

lower and upper bounds of x, g the inequality constraints and h the equality 125

constraints. 126

A gradient-based algorithm, in particular Sequential Quadratic Programming 127

(SQP), is used in this work because it is known to be efficient, robust and 128

accurate for continuous optimization problems of the sizes considered in this 129

work. The MATLAB function fmincon [17] is used. 130

One way to study the optimal design locally, is to look at the Lagrange 131

multipliers of the solution (Post-optimal sensitivity analysis). For a solution 132

to be optimal, the KKT (Karush–Kuhn–Tucker) conditions [18] must be 133
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satisfied:134

∇f +∇gλi +∇hλe = 0
g(0) ≤ 0
g(0)λi = 0
λi ≥ 0

(2)135

Where λi are the Lagrange multipliers of the inequality constraints and λe136

of the equality.137

Lagrange multipliers indicate how much the objective function varies with a138

small change of a given constraint limit. They can be approximated as the139

partial derivative of the objective function with respect to the constraint:140

λj ≈
∂f

∂gj
(3)141

Lagrange multipliers are therefore representative of the constraint strength.142

A comparison between Lagrange multipliers can be informative on the design,143

showing which constraint is design driver. To allow for a meaningful com-144

parison between Lagrange multipliers, they should be normalized with the145

constraint value. In this way, Lagrange multipliers indicate how much a rel-146

ative variation of the constraint limit influences the objective function. The147

largest relative Lagrange multiplier has the largest influence on the design.148

Small changes in the associated constraint limit would yield a larger change149

in the objective function. Thus, these large values indicate constraints that150

deserve extra attention in terms of both accuracy of the estimation of the con-151

straint limit and for prioritizing technological development. These constraint152

types can be considered strong. On the contrary, a small Lagrange multi-153

plier indicates that the objective function would decrease a small quantity154

with a change of the constraint value (i.e. the constraint is preventing the155

optimizer from finding a slightly improved design). These constraint types156

can be considered weak. When a Lagrange multiplier is zero, the relative157

constraint is not active.158

2.2. Global sensitivity analysis159

The global sensitivity presented in this section is used to study how the160

uncertainties propagate throughout a model. To perform this analysis, the161

MATLAB toolbox UQLab [19] is used.162

In Figure 2, a graphical representation of the framework to perform a global163

sensitivity analysis is shown. In this work, the computational model (Step164

A) is the optimization problem.165
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Figure 2: The general uncertainty quantification framework .

2.2.1. Uncertainty Quantification 166

The uncertainty quantification represents Step B in Figure 2. In this step, 167

the uncertainty sources and the relative uncertainties are to be evaluated. 168

This step has many applications. The first application is to represent aleatory 169

uncertainties, also known as statistical uncertainties. These uncertainties are 170

related to random processes. 171

The second application is to represent epistemic uncertainties, also known 172

as systematic uncertainties. These uncertainties are related to parameters 173

that in principle could be known, but at the current stage they are not. 174

In preliminary studies, such as the one presented in this paper, they are 175

of particular interest because they allow to quantify the impact of these 176

parameters on the design process and the final design. 177

During the modelling phase, to assign an epistemic uncertainty is useful to 178

understand whenever an approximate model of a subsystem is adequate or 179

more development in the modelling is needed. 180

During the design phase, the performance of a component can be modelled 181

with an epistemic uncertainty. If the component performance is relevant for 182

the final output, then an accurate design is justified. 183

During preliminary studies, an epistemic uncertainty can model the tech- 184

nological development of a component. If the improvement of a component 185

performance leads to a large benefit for the system, research and development 186

of that component is justified. 187

2.2.2. Uncertainty propagation & surrogate models 188

Once the uncertainty sources are identified and quantified, it should be stud- 189

ied how they propagate throughout the model (Step C in Figure 2). Many 190
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techniques are available for this step, Monte Carlo Simulation [20] is among191

the most commonly used. This technique requires a high number of model192

evaluations (the optimization problem in this case), so it is not selected for193

this study.194

There exist other methods which use a smaller number of model evaluations195

compared to Monte Carlo Simulation (about 2-3 order of magnitude of dif-196

ference [21]) to fit the model behaviour with a surrogate model. A surrogate197

model, also known as meta-model, is a function that fits the real model.198

Typically, evaluating surrogate models have negligible computational cost199

compared to the real model.200

The process of creation of surrogate models consists of two steps: the sam-201

pling and the fitting.202

First, the model is evaluated in many points in the model parameter space,203

according to the model parameters uncertainties. To reduce the number of204

evaluations, some techniques are available to chose the evaluation points.205

The most common are Latin hypercube sampling, known for its attractive206

space filling property, and quasi-random sequences [21]. In the present work207

Latin hypercube sampling is used. Since the evaluations are independent, the208

evaluations can be computed in parallel.209

Second, the functional form of the surrogate model must be selected. Com-210

mon shapes are Polynomial chaos expansions, Low-rank tensor approxima-211

tions, Kriging (a.k.a Gaussian processes) and Support vector machines. In212

this work Polynomial chaos expansions, which consists in a polynomial ap-213

proximation made of multivariate orthogonal polynomials [21], is used.214

2.2.3. Evaluation of statistics over the model parameter space215

The evaluations carried out for the creation of the meta-models can also be216

studied with a statistical approach. One could consider mean and variance217

of these evaluations.218

The mean of the optimal outputs represent the expected optimal design. It219

can be interpreted as the centre of the design space. The standard deviations220

of the outputs is an indication of sensitivity to uncertainties. Outputs with221

large standard deviations with respect to the mean are sensitive to the model222

parameter uncertainties and thus it should be understood how they change223

in the model parameters space.224

The statistics of the Lagrange multipliers statistics help to identify how con-225

straints drive the design in the parameter space. A constraint is rarely design226

driving when its Lagrange multiplier has low mean and low standard devi-227
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ation. A Lagrange multiplier with high mean and low variance represents a 228

constraint that is almost always active and strong. A Lagrange multiplier 229

with high mean and high standard deviation shows that the constraint can 230

be important for some uncertain parameters combinations, and not relevant 231

for other combinations. 232

2.2.4. Variance based sensitivity analysis 233

Once the surrogate models are evaluated, the sensitivity analysis can be 234

finalized. In this work a variance based decomposition is used to quantify 235

how the outputs variance is influenced by each model parameter variance. 236

Given an input vector with mutually independent variables X = (X1, . . . , Xd) 237

(the model parameters in this work), a deterministic model f (a surrogate 238

model in this work), and the output Y = f(X) (a surrogate model evaluation 239

in this work), the output variance can be decomposed as [22]: 240

Var(Y ) =
d∑
i=1

Di(Y ) +
d∑
i<j

Dij(Y ) + · · ·+D12...d(Y ) (4) 241

where Di(Y ) represents the variance of the expected value of Y , given Xi: 242

Di(Y ) = Var [E (Y |Xi)], Dij(Y ) = Var [E (Y |Xi, Xj)] −Di(Y ) −Dj(Y ) and 243

so on for higher order interactions. The so-called Sobol indices or variance 244

based sensitivity indices [22] are computed as: 245

Si =
Di(Y )

Var(Y )
, Sij =

Dij(Y )

Var(Y )
, . . . (5) 246

The total Sobol indices are used in this work, they are: 247

STi = Si +
∑
i<j

Sij +
∑

j 6=i,k 6=i,j<k

Sijk + . . . =
∑
l∈#i

Sl (6) 248

The total Sobol indices indicate how much of the output variance is is due to 249

model parameter Xi variance, considering its interactions with all the other 250

model parameters. This is similar to the local sensitivity one obtains with 251

gradients, however, by looking at the variance of the output across the whole 252

parameter space, it gives a more global indication of sensitivity. A high Sobol 253

index indicates that a given parameter has a strong influence over the output 254

globally. 255
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Table 1: Dimension, units and description of the design variables. n represents the number
of wind speeds between cut-in and cut-out considered in the design.

Dim Units Description

s 1x1 m Kite wing span
AR 1x1 - Kite wing aspect ratio
dt 1x1 m Tether diameter
lt 1x1 m Tether length
αTO 1x1 rad Climbing angle during the take-off
β 1x1 rad Elevation angle
Vin 1x1 m/s Cut-in wind speed
Vout 1x1 m/s Cut-out wind speed
Qturb 1x1 - Percentage of the thrust given by the on-board turbine

during the take-off
tA 1x1 m Spar cap thickness close to the tip
tB 1x1 m Spar cap thickness at half way between tip and tether

attachment
tC 1x1 m Spar cap thickness at the tether attachment and inward
xa 1x1 m Spanwise position of the tether attachment
CL 1xn - Lift coefficient of the kite
γt 1xn - Coefficient of drag corresponding to on-board production
γout 1xn - Reel-out velocity coefficient
γin 1xn - Reel-in velocity coefficient

3. Annual energy production maximization256

In this section, AWES designs aiming to maximize the AEP are studied.257

The unified model [13] is implemented in MATLAB, in order to be coupled258

with an optimization algorithm.259

3.1. Problem formulation260

The selected design variables are presented in Table 1. Some describe the261

system geometry and the structural design. Most of them are performance262

parameters, that will drive a more accurate design in the future.263

The inequality constraints included in the optimization are related to the264

tether strength ˜σlim (with the related safety factor SFσ lim) , the rated power265

Prated, the minimum operational altitude hmin, the maximum tip deflection266
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Figure 3: Flowchart of the physical model implementation.

δmax and the structural material strength σ̃str: 267

g(x) =


σ − ˜σlim

SFσ lim

P − Prated
hmin − h
δ − δmax
σstr − σ̃str

 ≤ 0 (7) 268

The equality constraint is related to the kite wing area: 269

h(x) =
s2

AR
− Akite = 0 (8) 270

The Annual Energy Production AEP minus the energy spent to take off, 271

with the assumption of one take-off a day, is the objective function. 272

In Figure 3, the flowchart of the code is presented. The optimizer modifies 273

the design variables to maximize the AEP. The model [13] can handle power 274

generation at the ground and on-board at the same time. Therefore, the 275

optimizer designs a hybrid AWES to maximizes the AEP. The aim of this 276

study is to look at the optimum AWES and to define the common physical 277

characteristics between Fly-Gen and Ground-Gen AWESs. 278

The model is composed of only analytic equations [13], allowing for a ex- 279

tremely fast evaluation of the design. 280
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Table 2: Main results of the optimization example for the AEP maximization case.

AEP 16.5 GWh
CF 63.0 %
mtot 6646 kg
lt 825 m
dt 34 mm
h 277 m
β 20 ◦

s 63.7 m
AR 33.8 -
Aturb 10 m2

Aprop 0 m2

αTO 8 ◦

λte 1.3 GWh/ -
λCL 2.5 GWh/-

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
0

1

2

3

P
gr

P
ob

P
tot

Weilbull

Figure 4: Power ground generated (Pgr), power on-board generated (Pob) and power
output (Ptot) for the AWES optimization example.

3.2. Example of an AWES optimization281

The results of one optimization with the model parameters (Table 3) set to282

the mean values are shown.283

Part of the power is generated on-board and part on the ground (red and284

blue lines respectively in Figure 4). The total power curve of the system,285

which includes also the power spent during the reel-in phase, is reaching the286

rated power at about 7 m/s. In Table 2, the main outputs are listed.287

The system produces 16.5 GWh in one year, corresponding to a capacity288

factor of 63 %. The tether stress, shown in Figure 5a reaches the maximum289

from about 5 to 8 m/s, which results in a linear trend for the power as290
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Figure 5: Tether stress σ and additional inclination due to gravitational force ∆ (a) and
lift coefficient (b) as function of wind speed for the AWES optimization example.

function of wind speed in this range. The total flying mass mtot influences 291

the additional inclination angle due to gravity ∆, making it large at low wind 292

speeds. The total flying mass mtot is composed of the kite structural mass, 293

the additional on-board mass and half of the tether mass. This mass is used 294

to evaluate ∆ [13]. It can be proven analytically [13] that when σ is constant, 295

∆ will be too. 296

The lift coefficient (Figure 5b) is set to the maximum until rated power is 297

reached. After this, it is lowered to decrease the glide ratio and the kite 298

speed. 299

The operational altitude is higher than the hub height of conventional wind 300

turbines of the same rated power. An aspect ratio of 33.8 is chosen, showing 301

that an extremely slender wing is optimal. The on-board turbines provide 302

the thrust needed to take-off (the area of additional propellers Aprop is zero): 303

the configurations with propeller mass not useful for the power generation 304

are discarded. The Lagrange multiplier of the tether strength λte shows that 305

an improvement of 1% of this constraint results in an AEP increase of 13 306

MWh. An improvement of 1 % in CL max (CL max = 2.525) results in an AEP 307

increase of 25 MWh. For the same relative change in the constraint limit, 308

an increase in maximum lift coefficient brings more benefit than an increase 309

in tether strength. Thus, the constraint on the maximum lift coefficient is 310

considered stronger than the constraint on the tether strength. 311

3.3. Algorithm validation 312

Two tests have been carried out to validate the algorithm. 313

The first is a test to understand if the problem is well posed. One model 314

parameter, expected to strongly influence the objective function, is incremen- 315

tally modified and the optimization problem is solved for each increment. To 316
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make sure a global minimum is found for each increment, a number of opti-317

mization problems with different initial conditions are solved and the best,318

in term of objective function, is considered a global optimum. The objective319

function of the converged solutions, if plotted against the selected model pa-320

rameter, should be a continuous and smooth function. This test is also used321

to estimate that 10 optimization problems with different initial conditions322

have to converge to have a good estimation of the global minimum.323

The second test is a benchmark with literature results. The verification is324

based on two commercial designs, where only part of the design and perfor-325

mance are published. Since not all the information is available, all parameters326

available in literature are set to reference values, the unknown parameters327

are set to reasonable/estimated values. The objective function is modified328

to be the difference between the literature power curve and the optimization329

output. The scope of the validation is not to replicate the selected proto-330

types, as they are the result of an iterative design process which may not331

lead to the same result of the optimization proposed in this work. The scope332

of the validation is instead to check if the optimization brings to reasonable333

designs.334

For the Ground-Gen validation, the second prototype AP2 of the company335

Ampyx Power [7] is used as a reference. The reference power curve is found in336

[23], and the reference parameters in a previous work from the same author337

[24]. The reference power curve is validated with the experimental data338

[25]. In Figure 6, the reference power curve and the optimization output are339

shown in the top plot. In the bottom plot, the reel-out tension force acting on340

the tether is found to be almost constant during operation and the reel-out341

coefficient γout is slightly lower than optimal value of 1/3.342

For the Fly-Gen validation, the Wing 7 from Makani Power [26] is used343

as a reference. The reference parameters are taken from Table 28.8 of the344

book: Airborne Wind Energy 2013 [1] and in [27, 28]. All the four regions345

(maintenance of flight, generation, tension constrained generation, maximum346

power) highlighted by Vander Lind [26] can be spotted in the plots given in347

Figure 7.348

The design variables and the outputs trends are considered reasonable. More349

plots and outputs of the validation can be found in Section 5.3 of [12].350

3.4. Uncertainty quantification351

A system with a rated power of 3 MW is selected as a study case. Twenty352

parameters, considered as potential design drivers, are chosen to be studied353
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Figure 6: Relevant plots for the Ground-Gen validation. On the top plot, the reference
power curve and the optimisation output are plotted as function of the wind speed at
operational altitude. On the lower plot, the reel-out coefficient and the reel-out force are
shown.
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Figure 7: Relevant plots for the Fly-Gen validation. On the top plot, the reference power
curve and the optimisation outputs are shown. On the bottom, the tether force and the
coefficient of power generation are shown.
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Table 3: Model parameters uncertainties and descriptions for the AEP maximization case.
For detailed explanation see [13].

par Min Max Units Description

SFσ lim 1.1 2 - Safety factor on the tether strength. The tether
strength is 1.5 GPa.

CD0 0.01 0.1 - Drag coefficient at zero lift.
C⊥ 0.6 1.2 - Tether drag coefficient.
CL max 1 4 - Upper bound of the lift coefficient design variables

(CL).
ηout 0.75 0.9 - Efficiency of reel-out phase.
ηt 0.7 0.85 - Efficiency of the on-board generation.
ηin 0.3 0.85 - Efficiency of reel-in.
ηt pr 0.5 0.7 - Efficiency of the turbines used in propeller mode

with respect to disc theory.
ηpr 0.7 0.9 - Efficiency of the propellers with respect to disc

theory.
ηd 0.8 0.95 - Minimum efficiency due to induction factor of the

on-board turbines.
V 2 40 kV Line voltage in the tether.
Egen 2.5 16 kW/kg Power density of the motor/generatorsa.
ρwing 1400 2200 kg/m3 Structural material density.
fwing 0 3 - fwing times the spar caps mass models the struc-

tural material not included in the wing model.
δmax 1 10 % Percentage of the span: maximum tip and central

displacement.
hmin 150 250 m Minimum allowed operational altitude.
Akite 80 160 m2 Kite wing area.
α 0.1 0.3 - Wind shear coefficient.
k 1 3 - Weibull form parameter.
A 6 15 m/s Weibull scale parameter.

aThe reference literature value is 2500 W/kg [29], new technologies could bring this
value up to 16000 W/kg [30].
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with a variance based decomposition analysis. The model parameters and 354

the assigned uncertainties are listed in Table 3. 355

3.5. Global sensitivity analysis results 356

Given the uncertainties in Table 3, the global sensitivity analysis is carried 357

out. To estimate how many evaluations are needed for having converged 358

Sobol indices, three global sensitivity analyses are carried out with increasing 359

number of evaluations and a total number of 600 evaluations are chosen. Each 360

evaluation is selected within 10 converged optimization problems starting 361

from different initial conditions, to avoid local minimums. 362

Figures 8 shows the total Sobol indices. On the extreme right of the figure, 363

the mean and the standard deviation of the investigated outputs are shown. 364

A dark color highlights a high dependence between the output variance and 365

the input variance. 366

For the considered uncertainties, the mean capacity factor is of 63.6 %, higher 367

than typical values of conventional wind turbines (25 to 45 %). Its variance 368

is mainly influenced by the drag coefficient at zero lift CD0, the maximum 369

lift coefficient CLmax and the two Weibull parameters, describing the wind 370

resources. 371

To graphically interpret the results of the variance based decomposition, one 372

could plot the meta-models created for the uncertainty propagation step (see 373

Section 2.2.2 for details). 374

Figure 9a shows how the capacity factor CF varies as function of CL max and 375

CD0. Small CD0 with relative low CL max can give high capacity factors, for 376

higher CD0 the same power output is attained with way higher lift coefficients. 377

This shows that the aerodynamic design should be performed considering 378

drag and lift at the same time and not only lift. 379

Figure 9b is instead showing how CF varies according to the Weibull pa- 380

rameters. Clearly, regions with high wind resources allow extremely high 381

capacity factors. 382

The reader should note that the Sobol indices depend greatly on the assumed 383

uncertainty of the inputs. If an input parameter uncertainty was doubled, one 384

would expect the Sobol index for that parameter to be larger, while the other 385

indices would become smaller. Taking the capacity factor as an example, 386

reducing the uncertainty of the Weibull scale parameter would show a lower 387

importance of that input but also an increased importance for CLmax and 388

CD0. However, the Sobol analysis is used to help identify important design 389

trends that are subsequently showed in the meta-model plots. Changing the 390
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uncertainties is expected to not affect the design trends shown in the meta 391

model significantly. So despite the subjective input uncertainty assumptions, 392

the important conclusions from this analysis should not be effected greatly 393

from these assumptions. 394

The power is mainly ground generated AEPgr and the variance of power 395

ground and on-board generated is additionally influenced by the efficiencies 396

of reel-out ηout and on-board generation ηt. 397

In Figure 10, the evaluation density of the two annual productions types 398

is shown. All the evaluations are characterized by the coexistence of two 399

generation types. From a physical point of view, it is optimum to have 400

on-board wind turbines big enough to take off and use these during the 401

generation phase. Indeed, the take-off mass (mass only used during the take- 402

off) has a really low mean value if compared with the electronics mass mean. 403

The variance of parameters with low Sobol indices have little influence on the 404

output variance compared with other parameters. For example, the safety 405

factor on the tether material strength SFσ lim variance has almost no influence 406

on the AEP variance. During the design phase, SFσ lim can be set to high 407

values and a kite with high AEP can still be designed by varying the other 408

parameters associated with high Sobol indices. Similar considerations apply 409

to the other parameters associated with low Sobol indices. 410

Mass related quantities show the structural design characteristics. The total 411

flying mass has an average mass of about 6.7 tonne, with a high standard 412

deviation. The structural mass variance is mainly influenced by kite aerody- 413

namic coefficients, the wing area and the mass parameter fwing. 414

Wind conditions and the kite aerodynamics strongly influence tether length 415
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and mass and the operational altitude variances: the optimizer tries to in-416

crease the operational altitude to reach improved wind resources. The tether417

diameter variance depends on the tether safety factor SFσ lim, the wing area418

Akite and the maximum lift coefficient: the last two parameters influence the419

thrust force and therefore the stress on the tether.420

The elevation angle has an average of 21.2◦ and its variance is influenced by421

the wind conditions and kite aerodynamics. The optimizer tries to reach the422

improved wind resources available at high altitudes.423

The wing span s and aspect ratio AR combine to give the wing area Akite.424

The aspect ratio AR variance is mainly influenced by the maximum structure425

deflection δmax, the span by δmax and Akite. The average structural mass426

density is of 51 kg/m2, higher than typical values for gliders (approximately427

between 10 and 25 kg/m2 [31]).428

The on-board turbine rotor area variance is directly influenced by the mean429

efficiency due to disc theory ηd.430

As the take-off is performed with the on-board wind turbine used in propeller431

mode, the take off sub-system design (take-off mass and climbing angle) has432

no clear dependence. The mean value of the climbing angle suggests that in433

most of the cases a linear take-off is chosen.434

The last three rows in Figure 8 are related to the three Lagrange multipliers435

with high values: the Lagrange multiplier of the tether strength constraint436

λte, on the rated power λPrated and on the maximum lift coefficient λCL.437

The Lagrange multiplier of the tether strength constraint is mainly influenced438

by the kite and tether aerodynamics and the wind conditions. Interestingly,439

the Lagrange multiplier on the tether strength variance is almost not influ-440

enced by the safety factor on the tether strength itself. A change on the441

safety factor does not impact the constraint strength as much as a change442

of a high Sobol index parameter (for instance maximum lift coefficient). To443

make the constraint on the tether strength weaker, the easiest approach is444

to modify the kite aerodynamics and not to have a stronger tether. Thus,445

one can employ high safety factors to improve the safety and reliability of446

AWES, while still having good power production performances.447

The Sobol indices of the Lagrange multipliers on the rated power show that448

in windy regions this constraint is stronger and it would be beneficial to449

increase the rated power (i.e. the generator size) for the same system.450

Figure 11 shows the meta-model of the Lagrange multiplier of the lift coef-451

ficient limit as function of the maximum lift coefficient itself and the drag452

coefficient at zero lift. λCL represents the the constraint strength or, in other453
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Figure 11: Meta-model of the Lagrange multiplier of the maximum lift coefficient as
function of the drag coefficient at zero lift CD0 and the maximum lift coefficient CL max.

words, the increase in the objective function (AEP) for a relative small in- 454

crease in the constraint limit (CL max). This constraint is stronger when 455

the upper bound itself CL max is low. On the contrary, for high CL max this 456

constrain is basically not active. 457

According to these results, a extremely high maximum lift coefficient CL max 458

has reduced benefits for the annual energy production. λCL is not influenced 459

by the structural material density variance and the variance of the mass 460

parameter fwing. These two parameters variances represent different aircraft 461

designs that aim to lower the flying mass. This shows that using lighter or 462

heavier materials does not strongly influence the aerodynamic design. 463

3.6. Discussion 464

For the given uncertainties, the design of a crosswind AWES aiming to max- 465

imize the power production is highly dependent on the kite aerodynamics. 466

An AWES designer, when designing for a chosen capacity factor, could take 467

conservative values of the parameters associated with small Sobol indices 468

and design according to the parameters associated with large Sobol indices. 469

In such a way, a preliminary design can be realized and afterwards a more 470

detailed design of all the subsystems can be performed, obtaining robust 471

designs. For instance, one could initially assume a low efficiency of power 472

generation (low Sobol index parameter) and perform a preliminary design by 473

choosing the kite aerodynamic shape and the dimension (high Sobol index 474

parameters related to the kite design) targeting the given capacity factor. At 475

this stage, an accurate value of the efficiency can be evaluated. 476

To maximize the capacity factor, one must consider both the aerodynamic lift 477
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and drag. Good solutions range between extremely low drag with moderate478

lift levels, to higher drag and corresponding higher lift. When designing the479

aerodynamics, an increase in lift with a correspondent high increase in drag480

is generally not justified.481

The structural design of the kite, (i.e. the structural mass, electronic mass,482

span and aspect ratio), is not strongly influenced by the wind conditions.483

This means that the same kite design would be close to optimal in a wide484

range of wind conditions. Therefore, large wing area kites - designed with485

the same features as smaller kites - could be placed in low wind regions, to486

obtain high capacity factors.487

Concerning safety and regulation, the minimum operational altitude and the488

safety factor on the tether strength have a small impact on the capacity fac-489

tor. If in the future some regulations will constrain these quantities, AWESs490

can still be designed to have a high capacity factor.491

In Table 4, some characteristics of a convectional wind turbine of 3.4 MW492

of rated power are introduced (IEA-3.4-130 [32]). Given the similar rated493

power, a comparison between this wind turbine and the designs presented494

in this section can be performed. The operational altitude of AWESs is495

approximately the double of the wind turbine hub height. The structural496

wing mass compared with the rotor mass (three times the blade mass) is497

approximately 12 %. The tower for wind turbines has the same role of498

the tether for AWESs : they transmit the thrust force needed for the power499

generation to the ground. The tether mass is three orders of magnitudes500

smaller than the tower mass. These few considerations confirm the radical501

differences between AWESs and conventional wind turbine technology.502

4. Profit maximization503

In this section, the cost model presented in [13] is included into the optimiza-504

tion, to evaluate designs aiming to be economically profitable. It should be505

noted that the economic model has not been validated, but it can be used506

for comparative studies between the Ground-Gen and Fly-Gen AWESs.507

4.1. Problem formulation508

The same design variables presented in Table 1 are used in this case, with509

some differences. First, the tower height is added as a design variable, second510

the wing area is not constrained, so that the optimizer can pick the optimal511

wing area according to economic considerations.512
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Table 4: Summary of the configuration of the 3.4-MW land-based wind turbine (IEA-3.4-
130 [32].

Rated aerodynamic power 3.60 MW
Hub height 110.0 m
Blade mass 16441 kg
Blade cost 121 k$
Aerodynamic AEP 14.99 GWh
ICC 4142 k$
Rated electrical power 3.37 MW
Rotor diameter 130.0 m
Tower mass 553 ton
Tower cost 829.7 k$
Electrical AEP 13.94 GWh
LCOE 44.18 $/MWh

The objective function is the annual profit: 513

Π = pel · AEP − (ICC · CRF +OMC) (9) 514

Where the average price of electricity pel times the annual energy production 515

AEP represents the annual revenues and the term in the brackets represents 516

the annual costs. ICC stands for Initial Capital Cost, CRF for Capital 517

Recovery Factor (see [13]) and OMC for Operational and Maintenance Costs. 518

With this formulation, pel is the weight between revenues (pel · AEP ) and 519

costs (ICC · CRF +OMC). 520

Gradient based optimization is still used to solve the design problem. Since 521

the cost function is not always continuous between ground and flight gen- 522

eration, the generation type is no longer part of the optimization and it is 523

chosen a-priori. 524

The physical model shown in Figure 3 is used here. However, for the opera- 525

tional altitude computation, the tower height is included. The initial capital 526

cost and the operation costs are evaluated with the model presented in [13]. 527

4.2. Uncertainty quantification 528

The uncertain parameters uncertainties related to the physical model shown 529

in Table 3 are included in the uncertainty quantification. In addition, the 530

uncertainties related to the cost model [13] are considered. Epistemic un- 531

certainties related to rated power, number of operational years, maximum 532
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Table 5: Model parameters uncertainties and descriptions for the economic analysis. The
first parameters group has a uniform distribution, the second a Gaussian distribution. For
detailed explanation of the parameters see [13].

par Min Max Units Description

pwing 20 200 e/kg Price per unit mass of the structural
material of the aircraft.

fte 1.2 2 - Cable manufacturing additional price
in case of both structural and electri-
cal components.

pAg 20 200 e/m2 Price per unit area of the launch and
landing system cost.

ftw 1 3 - Coefficient for the manufacturing of the
tower.

fr kite 0 0.5 - Number of kite replacement in one
year.

fel FG 1.2 1.8 - Factor for the on-board electronic cost.
htw 150 250 m Maximum tower height.
ny 15 25 - Number of operational years.
Pr 1.5 4.5 MW Rated power.

par Mean SD Units Description

pte 200 50 e/kg Price per unit mass of the structural
material of the cable.

agen 1.2 0.2 e/MW Coefficient for the generator cost.
Cfix 150 80 ke Fix cost.
OC 9 3 e/MWh Operation costs.
i 0.09 0.015 - Discount rate [33].
pel 40 10 e/MWh Price of electricity [34].
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Table 6: Main outputs of the Ground-Gen AWES optimization example.

LCOE 23 e/MWh
ICC 1934 ke
OMC 210 ke/year
AEP 17.8 GWh
CF 68.0 %
Cstructure 134 ke
Ctether 106 ke
Celectronics 1063 ke
CTO 327 ke
Ctower 136 ke
Cfix 169 ke
mtot 1679 kg
lt 602 m
dt 42 mm
Tower height 125 m
β 20 ◦

s 59 m
AR 12 -
lifete 8.3 years
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Figure 12: Mean power production PGG, power produced during the reel-out phase Pout

and reel-in phase Pin for the Ground-Gen AWES example.

tower height and frequency of kite replacement are also included. In par-533

ticular, the frequency of kite replacement is due to the frequency of control534

failures leading to a crash and other related operational faults. The addi-535

tional uncertainties are summarized in Table 5.536

4.3. Example of a Ground-Gen AWES optimization537

The results of the optimization of a Ground-Gen with the model parameters538

set to mean values are analyzed. In Figure 12 the mean power production539

and the power spent during the reel-in and reel-out is shown.540

The main outputs are given in Table 6. The system has a LCOE of 23541

e/MWh. Most of the initial capital cost is related to the electronics. A542

wing area of 295 m2 is found to be optimal, along with a span of 59 m and543

an aspect ratio of 12. The relatively low aspect ratio gives a large airfoil544

absolute thickness, which in-turn increases the stiffness leading to a cheaper545

and low relative mass. The rated power is reached at around 7 m/s, leading546

to an extremely high capacity factor.547

In Figure 13a, the lift coefficient and the tether stress as function of wind548

speed are shown. The tether stress leads to an operational life of 8.3 years549

for the tether itself. The operational life due to creep is computed by using550

the Miner’Rule on the creep curves for DM20 given in [35]. The maximum551

lift coefficient is kept constant below rated conditions and then reduced to552

maintain constant power.553

In Figure 13b, the reel-out coefficient γout and the additional inclination due554

to mass ∆ are shown. At low wind speed, the optimizer reduces γout to555

increase the kite speed and thus the aerodynamic forces. In this way, ∆ and556
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Figure 13: Lift coefficient and tether stress (a); reel-out coefficient γout and additional
inclination due to gravitational force ∆ (b) as function of wind speed for the Ground-Gen
AWES example.

the related power losses due to gravitational forces, can be contained within 557

reasonable limits. 558

4.4. Global sensitivity analysis results for Ground-Gen 559

The results of the global sensitivity analysis carried out on Ground-Gen are 560

now presented. 2000 points are considered a sufficient number to have a 561

good representation of the model parameter space and to build a meta-model. 562

Each of these points is the best (in term of objective function) of 7 converged 563

optimization problems run with random initial conditions. 564

In Figure A.20 a graphical representation of the total Sobol indices and of 565

the evaluations statistics are given. 566

The designs have a positive mean annual profit, meaning that a Ground-Gen 567

can be attractive from an investment point of view. However, the standard 568

deviation of the profit is high compared to the mean: some designs may not 569

be profitable and some others are much more attractive than the average. 570

The total Sobol indices highlight that the profit variance depends mainly on 571

the electricity price pel variance and on the rated power Pr variance. This is 572

an important finding for policy makers. To finance the significant research 573

and development of AWES, investors want high expectation of profit, with 574

low risk. Thus, policy makers could make sure that a minimum price of 575

electricity will be paid for green energy produced by AWES. In this way, 576

investors are sure to have high profits. Investors should also notice that 577

high capacity factors imply power generation with low wind conditions. In 578

countries where wind energy have a big share of the energy market, the 579

hours with low wind speeds have high electricity price. Thus, power fed into 580
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Figure 14: Meta-model of the annual profit as function of the rated power Pr and of the
operational costs OC.

the grid in these hours is extra profitable. The meta-model of the profit as581

function of Pr and the operational costs OC is shown in Figure 14. It is clear582

that low operational costs improve the profits. Interestingly, the increase of583

rated power corresponds to a profit increase: the up-scaling of Ground-Gen584

AWESs is profitable.585

The average LCOE is approximately 25 e/MWh, with a relatively small586

variance. LCOE variance is mainly influenced by the variance on the oper-587

ational costs, the wind resources and the kite aerodynamics. The optimal588

capacity factors has an average of 57 %, higher than typical capacity factors589

for conventional wind turbines.590

By analyzing the average cost breakdown of the initial capital cost over the591

model parameter space, the highest cost is due to the electronics (60 %),592

followed by take-off structure costs (12 %), fix costs (10 %) and tether (8 %).593

The kite structure cost (5 %) is generally low, if compared with the other594

subsystems. This points out that for Ground-Gen AWESs, it is optimum595

to operate large kites for given generator size, so that the capacity factor is596

large.597

The mass of the structure, take-off subsystem and tether have high uncertain-598

ties. The structural mass uncertainty depends on the uncertainties related599

to the structural model (represented by fwing), the material price pwing, the600

frequency of kite replacement fr kite, rated power Pr, electricity price pel and601

the wind resources (k and A). The dependence on the frequency of kite re-602

placement uncertainty highlights that, if the kite needs to be replaced often603

due to crashes, then it is more desirable to design light low-cost wings. This604
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can be obtained by, for instance, decreasing the aspect ratio. Companies at 605

early stages in the development, which face a high risk of frequent crashes, 606

should aim to decrease the kite costs by decreasing the kite mass. 607

The average frequency of tether replacement is of 0.13, meaning that the 608

tether is replaced every about 8 years due to creep. However, its standard 609

deviation is large and it is mainly influenced by the tether material cost pte. 610

A high tether cost drives the optimization towards lower tether stress. 611

The operational altitude is higher than the hub height of conventional wind 612

turbine with similar rated power. To build a tower is generally beneficial, 613

however the tower height is still below the operational altitude. Its variance 614

depends on parameters related to the tower design (ftw and htw), the tether 615

material cost pte and the wind shear α. The model used in this work does 616

not penalize design with a short tether, as no dynamic model is included. So, 617

the optimizer aims to reach the high wind speed at high altitudes in the most 618

convenient way, which is a trade-off between tower height and the vertical 619

component of the tether. The elevation angle has small standard deviation. 620

The kite area has high uncertainty compared to the mean. Its variance de- 621

pends mainly on the rated power, the electricity price and the wind resources 622

variances. The aspect ratio is low compared to typical glider values, but of 623

the same magnitude of civil aircraft [36]. Its variance is influenced by the 624

variance of parameters related to the structural design (δmax, fwing, pwing), 625

the drag coefficient at zero lift and the frequency of kite replacement. In 626

Figure 15a this dependence is shown. If the kite is replaced often, lower 627

aspect ratios are favourable, to reduce the overall structural mass. For kites 628

with high CD0, higher AR are optimum since higher aspect ratios reduce the 629

induced drag coefficient and therefore help to keep the overall drag low. 630

The statistics of the take-off climbing angle show that no strategy is generally 631

preferable, from an economic point of view. Indeed, the variables related to 632

the take-off do not show any clear dependence. 633

The constraint on the rated power is the strongest. The Lagrange multiplier 634

of this limit mainly depends on the Weibull scale parameter and on the 635

electricity price variance. The Lagrange multiplier on the maximum lift 636

coefficient λCL depends on many parameters, but mainly on CL max and CD0. 637

Figure 15b shows this dependence. The constraint on the maximum lift 638

coefficient is strong when CD0 is high and CL max is low. For high CL max it 639

is generally weak. Extremely high lift coefficients are not found to be highly 640

beneficial for the profit. This is in agreement with the finding for the AEP 641

maximization case. 642
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Figure 15: Meta-model of the aspect ratio as function of the frequency of kite replacement
fr kite and of the drag coefficient at zero lift CD0 (a) and meta-model of the Lagrange
multiplier of the maximum lift coefficient as function of the maximum lift coefficient CL max

and of the drag coefficient at zero lift CD0 (b).
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Figure 16: Power production PFG (a) and lift coefficient and tether stress (b) as function
of wind speed for the Fly-Gen AWES example.

4.5. Example of a Fly-Gen AWES optimization643

The results of a single optimization for a Fly-Gen AWES obtained with the644

mean values of the model parameters uncertainties (Table 3 and 5) are shown,645

to highlight trends typical of this generation type.646

Figure 16a shows the power curve for the Fly-Gen example and in Table 7647

the main outputs are listed.648

In this case, the electronics have a lower share of the costs, compared to the649

Ground-Gen case. The ICC is also lower. The optimal span is 62 m with an650

aspect ratio of 12 lead to a wing area of 322 m2. The total mass is higher651

than the solution for Ground-Gen case. This is because of the presence of652

the on-board electronics for a Fly-Gen configuration. Looking at the power653

curve, the rated power is reached at around 7 m/s, leading to a capacity654
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Table 7: Main outputs of the Fly-Gen AWES optimization example.

Output Units

LCOE 30 e/MWh
ICC 1604 ke
OMC 330 ke/year
AEP 17.0 GWh
CF 64.0 %
Cstructure 169 ke
Ctether 188 ke
Celectronics 549 ke
CTO 360 ke
Ctower 169 ke
Cfix 169 ke
mtot 2439 kg
lt 445 m
dt 52 mm
Tower height 125 m
β 17 ◦

s 62 m
AR 12 -
lifete inf years

factor of 64 %. 655

In Figure 16b the lift coefficient and the tether stress, as function of the wind 656

speed are shown. The stress reaches the maximum when the rated power is 657

attained. This is in agreement with the power curve description proposed by 658

Vander Lind [26]. In this case, the tether is designed to have a operational 659

life longer than the AWES itself. 660

4.6. Global sensitivity analysis results for Fly-Gen 661

In Figure A.21 the graphical representation of the total Sobol indices and 662

the outputs statistics of the evaluations are presented. 663

Fly-Gen AWESs have positive mean profit, meaning that they can be eco- 664

nomically attractive and cost competitive. LCOE has a mean of 34 e/MWh, 665

higher than the one found for Ground-Gen. Its variance mainly depends on 666

the Weibull scale parameter A and of the frequency of kite replacement fr kite. 667

In Figure 17a the meta-model of this dependence is shown. In regions with 668

high wind resources the cost of energy is low. However, for high value of A, 669
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Figure 17: Meta-model of the LCOE as function of the Weibull scale parameter A and of
the frequency of kite replacement fr kite (a) and meta-model of the kite structural mass
as function of the structural material price pwing and of the frequency of kite replacement
fr kite (b).

the isolines tend to be horizontal, meaning that the LCOE becomes insensi-670

tive the wind conditions at a certain level. The frequency of kite replacement671

strongly influences the LCOE : even if the kite and the on-board electronics672

needs to be replaced every two years, the system can be designed in a way673

to have a LCOE similar to conventional wind turbines.674

The Initial Capital Cost ICC is lower than for Ground-Gen, while the Oper-675

ation and Maintenance Costs OMC are higher. This is due to the different676

effect of the frequency of kite replacement fr kite on the yearly costs. For677

every Fly-Gen crash, the kite and the on-board electronics need to be re-678

placed and therefore OMC variance is strongly influenced by fr kite variance.679

For every Ground-Gen crash, only the kite needs to be replaced: indeed680

no strong dependence between OMC variance and fr kite variance is found681

(Figure A.20).682

By analyzing the average cost breakdown of the initial capital costs of Fly-683

Gen, it turns out that the electronics is still the most expensive part (36%),684

followed by tether (23 %), take-off structure (16 %) and fix costs (13 %).685

Also in this case, the structural cost takes a low share in the overall ICC (8686

%). This allows the construction of large kites cheaply for a given generator687

size to attain high capacity factors.688

The total mass on average is about 50 % higher than the total mass of a689

Ground-Gen. This is mainly because of the presence of the on-board power690

electronics. Figure 17b shows how the structural mass varies with the price691

per kg of the structural material pwing and the frequency of kite replacement692
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Figure 18: Meta-model of the kite wing area as function of the Weibull scale parameter A
and the drag coefficient at zero lift CD0 (a) and meta-model of the Lagrange multiplier on
the maximum lift coefficient as function of maximum lift coefficient CL max and the drag
coefficient at zero lift CD0 (b).

fr kite. The optimal structural mass varies with a factor of approximately 693

four. This shows that there is a lot of uncertainty in the optimal design of 694

Fly-Gen AWESs. 695

The tether is designed to infinite life. The operational altitude, the tether 696

length, the tower height, and the elevation are similar to the Ground-Gen 697

case. 698

The aspect ratio is similar to civil aircraft values [36]. Figure 18a shows how 699

the wing area is influenced by the drag coefficient and by the Weibull scale 700

parameter. The dependence on the wind resources highlights that different 701

wing sizes are optimal for different locations. The dependence on the the 702

drag coefficient at zero lift shows that larger wing area are optimum for kites 703

with large CD0. It has been shown for Ground-Gen (Figure 15a) that kites 704

with high CD0 requires high AR. This is to reduce the induced drag and 705

keep high system glide ratios. Similar conclusions can be taken for Fly-Gen: 706

high CD0 implies high aspect ratio, which implies lower wing area because of 707

the structural constraints. Fly-Gen AWESs kite designs, at the current early 708

stage of the development, likely have high CD0, due to the structures holding 709

the on-board wind turbines. Thus, low wing areas with higher aspect ratios 710

are expected to be used in the early stages of development. After reducing 711

the drag coefficient by optimizing the aerodynamics, higher wing areas with 712

lower aspect ratio become optimal. 713

For the AEP maximization, the average of the optimal AR over the pa- 714

rameter space is 30 (Figure 8). The mean aspect ratio for Ground-Gen and 715
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Fly-Gen is 12, outlining that a really high aspect ratio is, on average, not716

attractive from a cost point of view.717

The climbing angle αTO shows that a vertical take-off is more convenient.718

However, the standard deviation is high, meaning that in some cases a linear719

take-off is preferable. When analysing results related to the take-off, one720

should consider the simplistic physical and cost model for this sub-system.721

The Lagrange multiplier on the rated power is the strongest. Figure 18b722

shows how λCL varies with CL max and CD0. λCL, which represents the723

strength of the upper bound constraint of CL max, is low at low CD0 and724

at high CD0 and high CL max. If λCL is low, there is little benefit to increas-725

ing CL max further. Therefore, extremely high lift coefficients are, on average,726

not attractive.727

4.7. Comparison between Ground-Gen and Fly-Gen AWES728

To understand which generation type maximize the profit, the evaluations of729

the two sensitivity analyses are compared. Figure 19 shows the evaluations730

for the LCOE as function of the frequency of kite replacement, highlighting731

the generation type maximizes the objective function. If the kite is not732

replaced at all, Fly-Gen can be more attractive from a cost perspective. If733

the kite needs to be replaced during the operational life, Ground-Gen is734

preferable. This is related to the cost of the kite that needs to be replaced735

after a crash.736

For low frequency of kite replacement (fr. kite < 0.02 1/year), Fly-Gen737

AWESs can be more convenient mainly because they have a lower initial738

capital cost, due to the lower electronics cost. Improvements on the cost739

modelling of the electronic sub-system are necessary, to prove the validity of740

this trend.741

4.8. Global sensitivity analysis results without tower742

Since AWESs are usually designed to be without tower, global sensitivity743

analyses for Ground-Gen and Fly-Gen are run for this case. Figure B.22744

and B.23 show the Sobol indices and the statistics for these cases. For both745

the generation types, the profits decreases slightly. No major changes on the746

Sobol indices have been found. So, the considerations done in the previous747

sensitivity analyses are still valid.748
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Figure 19: LCOE as function of the frequency of kite replacement. In blue the Ground-Gen
evaluations and in red the Fly-Gen.

4.9. Discussion 749

The LCOE of Ground-Gen and Fly-Gen are similar and low, outlining that 750

both the generation types, with a mature technology, could be disruptive in 751

the energy market. The strength of these technologies is the high capacity 752

factor that can easily be achieved. For a given rated power, the kite structure 753

is, on average, a small portion of the initial capital cost. Thus, large kites 754

can be designed, without a big impact on the total costs. This is the key to 755

reach high capacity factors. High capacity factors imply power generation 756

with low wind conditions. The hours with low wind speeds typically have 757

a high electricity price in regions with a large share of wind energy in the 758

electrical power market. Therefore, power fed into the grid during low wind 759

is extra profitable and more beneficial to the electricity grid. 760

Comparing the two generation types, Fly-Gen can be convenient if the kite 761

control system is reliable. If the kite needs to be replaced often, then Ground- 762

Gen is preferable. It should be noted that the results presented in this 763

work are based on an approximate cost model, which is mainly suitable for 764

comparison of the two generation types. The electronics cost for Fly-Gen 765

is found to be lower than for Ground-Gen, strongly impacting the initial 766

capital cost. This is because the on-board electrical generators spin faster 767

than the generator on the ground. A more detailed cost model of the on- 768

board electronics would be needed to improve the estimates. 769

For high kite replacement frequency, the optimal kite designs have low struc- 770

tural mass, to reduce the costs after a replacement. For Ground-Gen, high 771
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aerodynamic performance is not required, from an economic point of view.772

Therefore, in this case, soft kites could be the good designs for Ground-Gen.773

However, the model used in this work deals exclusively with rigid wing kites,774

therefore further investigations are necessary.775

Investors are attracted to low risk projects. With the assumption that the776

first commercial AWESs will not have a control system fully reliable, in-777

vestors could be more interested in Ground-Gen, to lower the financial expo-778

sure of frequent failures.779

For Ground-Gen, the tether should be designed to have an optimal working780

life according to the tether cost. For Fly-Gen, it is better to have tether781

designed to infinite life. The tether is found to have a big share in the total782

cost for both the generation types. Research on how to reduce this cost can783

have a big impact on LCOE. Cheaper tethers will likely be replaced more784

often. Thus, it could be interesting to further study the creep phenomenon785

in tethers.786

Aspect ratios similar to the ones of commercial aircraft are found to be787

optimal. This is due to aero-elastic considerations where thicker wings are788

stiffer. The average structural mass density is of approximately 5 kg/m2,789

smaller than typical values for gliders (approximately between 10 and 25790

kg/m2 [31]). This can be explained by the difference in aspect ratio and by the791

tendency of the optimizer to minimize the structural mass, to reduce costs.792

For both the generation types, extremely high maximum lift coefficients are793

found to have diminishing benefits to the performance. It should be noted794

that the structural model implemented in this work is typical of rigid wing795

monoplane configurations. Extremely high lift coefficients are achievable796

with a multiplane configuration, as this configuration allows for a higher797

bending stiffness [16] which can cope with higher loadings. If the structural798

model of multiplanes was implemented, the results concerning the need for799

an extremely high lift coefficient might change.800

This analysis shows that building a tower can be attractive. However, having801

the ground station placed at the ground (i.e. not having the tower) changes802

only partially the design and the economic performance.803

The take-off strategy is not influencing the design. The physical and cost804

model related to the take-off and landing might be too simplistic to give any805

interesting or reliable information. The design of this specific sub-system806

should therefore be carried out with a greater emphasis on safety and relia-807

bility considerations compared to operational performance.808

In Table 4, the characteristics of a convectional wind turbine of 3.4 MW of809
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rated power are given (IEA-3.4-130 [32]). For AWES designs maximising the 810

profit, the average wing span is 44 m, about one third of the rotor diameter. 811

The AWES wing structural masses is approximately 2 % of the three blades 812

total mass. It can be noted that the blade cost is somewhat similar to the 813

wing cost: the considered uncertainties on the wing structural material price 814

are conservative. 815

The tower cost for wind turbine is equivalent to the tether, tower and take-off 816

sub-system costs. These costs are also somewhat similar, showing that the 817

cost models of these sub-systems are also likely conservative. 818

Even with these conservative cost models, a AWES can be competitive with 819

a conventional wind turbine from a LCOE point of view. 820

5. Conclusions 821

In this work, the design trends of rigid wing crosswind AWES are studied. 822

In a previous paper [13], a unified physical and economical model of AWESs 823

which can handle ground and on-board generation is introduced. The unified 824

model is here coupled with system design tools to study optimal designs in 825

detail. In particular, the methods to evaluate the optimal designs are in- 826

troduced in Section 2. A gradient-based optimization algorithm is used to 827

perform the system design of AWESs. The optimization can be considered 828

as a fully deterministic design process that for some model parameters (i.e. 829

parameters which are fixed within the optimization problem), performs the 830

system design to maximize AEP or the economic profit. A global sensitivity 831

analysis is performed to study how the optimal designs vary for a big vari- 832

ation of the model parameters. This analysis allows to understand which 833

parameters drive the design and how to perform robust designs. This paper 834

used uncertainty quantification based on educated guesses on the input un- 835

certainty primarily to identify important design trends. To develop better 836

estimates on the uncertainties themselves, the technology needs to converge 837

so that a more detailed assessment of the input uncertainties can be obtained. 838

In Section 3, these methods are used for the evaluation of the physical model, 839

studying designs maximising AEP. Given the chosen uncertainties, the key 840

design parameters for the maximization of AEP are the maximum lift coef- 841

ficient and the drag coefficient at zero lift, followed by the wing area. They 842

determine the capacity factor, thus they should be carefully designed. It is 843

found that high aspect ratios are optimal from a purely physical point of 844

view. A method to design strong configurations is proposed: conservative 845
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values can be given to parameters associated with low Sobol indices, and the846

design performed according to the parameters associated with high Sobol847

indices.848

Finally, it is shown that, as the kite design is not largely influenced by the849

wind conditions, large area kites could be placed in low wind regions, to850

obtain high capacity factors.851

In Section 4, the same methods are applied to study the configuration designs852

that maximize the profit. From the design analyzes, it turns out that Ground-853

Gen and Fly-Gen, with a mature technology, will be extremely competitive in854

the energy market. Large area kites can ensure high capacity factors because855

the kite structure does not represent a large share in the total costs. This is856

the key to reach a low cost of energy. Aspect ratios similar to commercial857

aircraft are found to be optimal: this is due to increased airfoil thickness858

to reduce the overall structural mass and costs. A really high maximum lift859

coefficient is found unattractive for the AEP maximization and for the profit860

maximization case: the Lagrange multiplier on the maximum lift coefficient861

is low in this case. From this analysis, Fly-Gen can give slightly higher profit862

if the kite is rarely or never replaced.863

Nomenclature864

Acronyms865

AEP Annual Energy Production866

AWE Airborne Wind Energy867

AWES Airborne Wind Energy System868

CF Capacity Factor869

ICC Initial Capital Cost870

LCOE Levelized Cost Of Energy871

OC Operation Costs872

OMC Operational and Maintenance Costs873

Latin Symbols874

875

A Weibull scale parameter876

agen Coefficient for the generator cost.877

Akite Wing area878

Aprop Rotor area of on-board propellers879

AR Kite wing aspect ratio880

Aturb Rotor area of on-board turbines881

CD0 Kite drag coefficient at zero lift882

Celectronics Electronics cost883
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Cfix Fix costs 884

CL Lift coefficient 885

CL max Upper bound of the lift coefficient design variables (CL) 886

C⊥ Drag coefficient of the tether 887

Cstructure Structure cost 888

Ctether Tether cost 889

CTO Take-off sub-system cost 890

Ctower Tower cost 891

dt Tether diameter 892

Egen Power density of the motor/generators. 893

fel FG Factor for the on-board electronic cost 894

fr kite Number of kite replacement in one year 895

fte Cable manufacturing additional price in case of both structural and elec- 896

trical components 897

ftw Coefficient for the manufacturing of the tower 898

fwing fwing times the spar caps mass models the structural material not included 899

in the wing model 900

hmin Minimum allowed operational altitude 901

htw Maximum tower height 902

i Discount rate 903

k Weibull form parameter 904

lifete Tether working life 905

lt Tether length 906

mtot Total flying mass mass. Composed by kite mass, on-board additional mass 907

and half of the tether mass 908

ny Number of operational years 909

pAg Price per unit area of the launch and landing system cost 910

pel Price of electricity 911

PFG Power generated by Fly-Gen AWES 912

PGG Power generated by Ground-Gen AWES 913

Pgr Power ground generated 914

Pob Power on-board generated 915

Pr Rated power 916

pte Price per unit mass of the structural material of the cable. 917

pwing Price per unit mass of the structural material of the aircraft. 918

Qturb Percentage of the thrust given by the on-board turbine during the take-off 919

s Wing span 920

SFσ lim Safety factor on the tether strength. The tether strength is 1.5 GPa. 921

tA Spar cap thickness close to the tip 922

tB Spar cap thickness at half way between tip and tether attachment 923

tC Spar cap thickness at the tether attachment and inward 924
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V Line voltage in the tether925

Vin Cut-in wind speed926

Vout Cut-out wind speed927

Vw Wind speed at a height of 50 m928

xa Spanwise position of the tether attachment929

Greek Symbols930

α Wind shear coefficient931

αTO Climbing angle during the take-off932

β Mean elevation angle933

∆ Additional kite inclination due to the gravitational force934

δmax Percentage of the span: maximum tip and central displacement.935

ηd Minimum efficiency due to induction factor of the on-board turbines936

ηin Efficiency of reel-in phase937

ηout Efficiency of reel-out phase938

ηpr Efficiency of the propellers with respect to disc theory939

ηt Efficiency of the on-board generation940

ηt pr Efficiency of the turbines used in propeller mode with respect to disc theory941

γin Ratio between reel-in velocity and wind velocity942

γout Ratio between reel-out velocity and wind velocity943

γt Ratio between thrust force given by on-board wind turbines and aerody-944

namic drag945

λCL Lagrange multiplier on the maximum lift coefficient constraint946

λPrated Lagrange multiplier on the rated power constraint947

λte Lagrange multiplier on the tether strenght constraint948

Π Annual profit949

ρwing Structural material density950
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Appendix A. Global sensitivity analysis results1052
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Figure A.20: Graphical visualization of the total Sobol indices and output statistics for
the profit maximization for a Ground-Gen AWES.
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Figure A.21: Graphical visualization of the total Sobol indices and output statistics for
the profit maximization for a Fly-Gen AWES.
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Appendix B. Global sensitivity analysis results without tower 1053
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Figure B.22: Graphical visualization of the total Sobol indices and output statistics for
the profit maximization for a Ground-Gen AWES and no tower.
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Figure B.23: Graphical visualization of the total Sobol indices and output statistics for
the profit maximization for a Fly-Gen AWES and no tower.
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